
We’re an empire now, 
and when we act, we 

create our own reality. 
And while you’re 

studying that reality 
— judiciously, as you 
will — we’ll act again, 

creating other new 
realities, which you can 

study too, and that’s 
how things will sort out. 

We’re history’s actors 
… and you, all of you, 

will be left to just study 
what we do.

Run Away Where?
There's been a lot of discussion on how well we can 
survive without all these limits, and the answer as far 
as any of us can tell is "not very well at all, thanks." 

You're not aware of the feeling of your tongue in your 
mouth until I mention it, the objects in your peripheral 
vision, the smell of your own socks, even though you are 
completely capable of noticing all of those things based 
on your physical limitations. Your brain needs filters, 

or you drown in excess, irrelevant information.

You said you wanted to be enlightened, well what the 
fuck does that mean to you anyway? You want to love 
your fellow man? Try watching the news and actually 

allowing yourself to feel the anguish of losing that 
many brothers and sisters every day. 

I've been trying, poorly, to find the words to explain 
what I went and did to my sense of identity. I'm not 
doing that because I want to provide people with a 

roadmap to follow me to some higher state of being, but 
because I feel the need to warn everyone about 

the goddamn black ice on the road. 

You want to believe in things, so you're very open to all 
kinds of stuff right now, which makes you prone to every 

kind of bad thought running around the world. And if 
you don't have a self, and don't hold on to it, the world 
will eat you right up and there won't be anything left

 for the mirror to reflect any more. 

There is nothing out there. This is your house.



Welcome to Your 
Black Iron Prison
Hey, kid. Welcome to Prison.

You think you just woke up here one day, right? Think again.
It was your whole life that brought you to this. Fact is, you 
were born to be here. Go ahead, look around. 
I’ll be here when you get back.

Looks smaller than it is, don’t it? Sometimes, it doesn’t even 
feel all that bad. But still… You look through those bars, and 
you see all that you’re missing. Hopes. Dreams. What could-
have-been. Here, put your palms up to the Black Iron, grab the 
bars, let me show you something.

Feel that? That’s all the books you’ve read. And that entire 
wall over there is your adolescence. Look up: It’s your CD 
collection. The floor you woke up on? Your parents. Like I said, 
you were born to be here. It’s your life, it’s the cold trap of your 
own existence. You painted yourself into a corner.

So, now you’re wondering why you feel trapped here, in your 
own life. Why now, why today, can you see the bars of a Black 
Iron Prison that you made for yourself? Because you stopped 
reacting, and took a couple of steps forward. You thought you 
could do what you wanted, you tried to be self reliant, and 
bang. You smacked your head against the wall.

This statement is false.

It’s time to 
break out.

Because the prison guards have their own 
cells they live in, they just gave each other 
permission to wander out and beat you from 
time to time.

Because the walls are closing in and it’s not 
just your imagination this time, they’re bringing 
in more iron every day and you, babycakes, 
you helped them install it so you could get your 
cookies for “good behavior.”

Because we all have to die of something, and 
I’d rather get blown up by terrorists than get 
fucking cancer.

18. If you wear ponchos, stop. 
If you don't wear ponchos, 
start. Whatever you are 
currently doing is wrong.

-23 Steps to a Happier You, 
Wise Book of Baloney



What’s that? Yeah. That’s when the claustrophobia sets in. 
When you didn’t know you were trapped, everything was 
fine. But now that you know, you can see your entire, tired, 
monotonous life stretch out before you, trapped in these 4 
walls, these 6 sides. Breathe, kid. It’s just abject panic that 
you’re feeling right now. Some even say that this is what death 
feels like: An unchanging life, immune and unfeeling to what 
you really want.

Look around you. Look at these cold, black bars. The colorless 
ceiling. The hard ground. That’s your universe. That’s the world 
you’re going to be living in for the rest of your life here in 
Prison. You’re going to live out your life in quiet desperation. 
Or, not so quiet if you decide to take the rifle/bell tower route. 
Either way, long or short, it’ll feel the same. Dead, unchanging.

So, if you’re interested, I’d like to invite you to a jailbreak...

Just turn around.

PUT THIS FUCKING 
BOOK DOWN AND 

DO SOMETHING
Because how many lines will you cross before 

you admit to yourself that you’re retreating?
How long can you lie to yourself about the 

precious things you’ve given up, and the nothing 
you’ve received in exchange?

How can you sit there, comfortable in the cell 
that you built for yourself when outside you see 

they’re nailing people to the fucking wall?

YOUR PEOPLE.
Because there isn’t another time this can 

happen, no next year, next season. You can’t sit 
around waiting for someone else to break out 
first, and there’s nothing outside of the prison 

around you but screaming oblivion. 

NO ONE IS COMING TO 
SAVE YOU.



Admit nothing,  

deny everything 

and always 

make counter 

accusations.

  some say  
he is a wise man,  
        others say  
    he is a shithead.



Are you just semi-illiterate, or have you made this 
. a conscious decision? Why have you confused 

being sentient with being sedentary? So you evolved 
to the point where your brain was so complex it could 
envision a way to transmit sounds and images to a 
box in everyone’s living room…and thus the enormous 
complexity of our collective intellect was used to destroy 
itself. Just because you CAN sit on your fat ass all day 
and watch CSI:Miami doesn’t mean you SHOULD. You 
as a people are being slowly crushed under the weight 
of the authoritarian thumb that is pressing down on 
the carotid artery of your freedom, and you won’t even 
do anything about it. Why? Because you’re also being 
crushed under the weight of your 3 Double QPC with 
cheese-a-day habit. The weight of your unshakeable 
loyalty to Desperate Housewives. YOU should be the 
desperate housewives, and I’m not talking about being 
desperate for a piece of ass from the poolboy. Where is 
your pride? 

Where is your fire? Is there anything left behind 
your eyes, or has it all been concentrated at 

the tip of your index finger for better, more efficient 
remote-control operation? Look at what you’ve 
lost. You’ve long since been incapable of finding 
and killing your own food, making your own warm 
clothes, building your own shelter, defending yourself 
from physical attack, or using your feet to get you 
where you’re going. Now you’re going to give up 
the ability to think for yourselves? Are you mad?  
No. You’re not.

WHAT IS IT WITH 
YOU pEOPLE?

-----east coast hustle

Unless they deserve it. Then it’s OK.) You get to completely ignore the 

whole “what the fuck is actually happening around me” thing, and 

everybody else does so fuck, why not you too? Right? So yeah. If you 

want to believe that what the fuck do we care. You go right ahead 

and do that until you turn blue in the soul.

ANYWAY…

Here’s the problem.

That story up there? Yeah, it’s bullshit, I know we told you already 

but listen, you half-spilled bag of turds, that story was concocted 

and propagated by exactly the same assholes who are now telling 

you to ignore the old man behind the curtain – and the child under 

his frock. They will talk for hours on end about how rigtheous you 

are for doing the Right Thing all the god damn time, while they’re 

colluding about who to hate next.

And they’re not exactly hiding these days. They are in front of 

you all the fucking time reminding you who you are and what you 

believe, and what’ll happen if you DON’T, by Gosh. But while you’re 

all so busy keeping each other in line, they’re controlling what our 

children see and hear, they’re literally punishing people for being 

who they are, and they’re getting us all to hate anyone who wants a 

better lot in life.

Nobody’s asking you to save the world. Nobody’s asking you to 

crucify yourself. All we’re asking is for you to

 . WAKE .

 . THE . FUCK .
. UP .



And THAT’S the problem. You got mad when you 
.thought the voting on American Idol was rigged, 

but the voting in Florida? In Ohio? Pah! That sort of 
thing hardly affects YOUR life! You are shackled with 
the chains of slavery, and they enter your house in a 
6- foot length of coaxial cable. In a cell phone signal. 
In a high-speed internet connection. Why should you 
go outside? You’ve got your own little world right here 
at your fingertips, and there’s no reason to let reality 
intrude. You just can’t wait until they finally develop 
teleportation technology. No, not so you can go 
anywhere you want effortlessly, but so you can have an 
endless stream of fried chicken and ice cream beamed 
right to your kitchen. Hell, you won’t even have to get up 
to go to work now that somebody in Bangalore is doing 
your job for you. Now you’ll have even MORE time to 
catch up on your favorite shows! I hear they’re showing 
reruns of Everybody Loves Raymond on Channel 5 on 
Thursday mornings AND Monday afternoons. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, someone somewhere 
is standing up. Someone is turning off all the 

devices they can’t live without. Someone is trying to 
reacquaint themselves with freedom. And someone is 
having a tough time of it. There’s no one to rally to the 
cause, no one to take up arms against the oppressors, 
no one to keep the flickering flame of hope alive against 
the oppressive un-being that consumes everyone. And 
besides, who wants to put it all on the line like that 
for a bunch of fat, greasy, cathode-ray receptors? 
What is there to be gained? The free are hopelessly 

outnumbered, and the consumers/consumed 
will just perceive any sort of paradigm 

shift as a changing of the channel.

You see, we were right all along.  
The revolution will not be televised. 

It already HAS been. 

Zen Catholicism

It is often said that the wise are silent. Listeners. That they weigh 

the evidence before them, before calmly – and collectively – reach 

a level-headed decision. They don’t jump to conclusions. They don’t 

put their feet in their mouths. They toe the line. They always keep 

one eye on themselves and one eye on the world around them, so 

they know when and how to act.

It was this wisdom, we are told, that built the Pyramids and the 

Eiffel Tower. It was wise men and women – well, mostly wise men 

– who knew what to do when the Plague struck down a third of 

Europe. These men who knew how to respond and what to expect 

when the Twin Towers fell. Wise people. Brave people. Grand, wise, 

silent people.

So, of course, we are told to be wise as well. To achieve Great 

Things, and appreciate Small Things. To listen. To be silent. We are 

encourage to achieve wonders by being meek. Because all the great 

people in history started out “small,” too.

“The Greatest Teacher was also the Greatest King! Jesus Christ 

could have saved the entire planet with less than the snap of his 

little finger, and he’s coming back from the Sky someday to BEAT UP 

ALL THOSE MEAN OLD PEOPLE WHO KEEP A-BUGGIN’ YOU. But 

despite His great power, he just decided to get nailed to a fucking 

tree stump instead. On Purpose.” We are told.

This is all bullshit, and therefore, we endorse it completely. I mean, 

shit. You gotta “believe” something, right? Might as well be this! Fuck 

it! What do we care? It gives you an ethos, keeps you from wandering 

around the planet stabbing and shooting things (well, hold on.... 

V3XATI0N



Supplication of Morale.
the Deacon Richter

There will be sacrifices, and I am prepared 
to take one for the team as many times as needed.

I am prepared to give up my time. Beyond 8-10 hours a day. 
Not to sound mercenary, but it’s what you pay me for isn’t it? 

      I want to make sure you know I WANT my job,    
      and that I intend to act like I want to keep it.

I accept that my social life may suffer and wither. 
It was just distracting me anyways. 
Every hour away from my desk, 
my terminal and my files let my brain 
slip out of the zone where work could happen the easiest. 
The revelry with my friends, the drinking, the occasional smoke, 
it was all bad for me anyways. Dangerous, unhealthy. 
I could meet people of loose morals 
and contract a venereal disease.

I am willing to get my hands dirty in this. 
              Someone had to put down all of those “Samples.” 

I am willing to bite the bullet and do it. 
  No matter how they looked at me 

with innocent eyes, or how much I wanted to cry. 
That’s not what I really thought about it.

I can accept the hunched back, the arthritis, 
decaying tendons as reasonable risks 

we all run by working. 
The sores and the tooth loss, 

I’m certain it’s just temproary, 
and will pass when I can be 

assigned to a different function.

I am fine with it. All of it. 
               I am fine with it.

Fine with it. 

I’d just like to say sir, I’m still behind 
this project. 100% I’m with you on it.
I’m glad to be a part of this, and 
I beleive in the work that we are doing.

TOXICITY
there is a segment of the population of this planet that 

has stopped learning 

there is also a segment of the population of this planet 

that has lost the capacity to learn 

what have these people become? 

it has been established over and over again that our way 

of life has become suicidal on the large scale 

and though there are some who are able to change and are 

on the look out to change their ways 

it is becoming frightfully apparent that there does exist 

some form of being that is - at this point - unable to 

change its ways 

what does this imply? 

i’m not sure really 

years and decades and centuries of moving in a particular 

direction, and at the culmination of it we have these 

‘living’ things that are able to take from the earth

use these materials and in the process create by-
products that we cannot use 

we call it pollution 

toxicity 

it takes many forms 

and it is increasing

rapidly.
 



Bare Minimum Overview of the 
Black Iron Prison

as recovered from an ancient manuscript in the archives of 
Semi Secret Order Of Kabbalistic Navigators (SSOOKN ).

1. What you think of as REALITY is a collection of ideas 
and beliefs about REALITY. Many of the ideas you have about 
REALITY come from the culture in which you were raised and 
have accumulated haphazardly over time. 

2. This, in itself, is not a problem. The problem is in 
forgetting point number 1. When you forget point 1, you 
mistake your ideas about reality for being REALITY itself. Of 
this, it has been said ‘the menu is not the meal’. Please refrain 
from eating the menu. 

3. People who ‘eat the menu’ frequently become confused 
and annoyed when other people insist on seeing REALITY in 
a different way. All that truly differs are their ideas and beliefs 
about REALITY. 

4. Beliefs are just 
thoughts you 
keep having. 

5. No living being is capable of perceiving all of REALITY, 
as all senses of perception are limited. Humans can only 
see, hear, smell, taste and feel within certain parameters. 
Information entering our senses undergoes compression, 
filtration, and distortion, before interpretation. Interpretation 
is what happens when information meets your ‘beliefs’. 

6. For no good reason, we call this composite of Belief  
and Biological Limits THE BLACK IRON PRISON and is a 
metaphor about existence. It means that there is very little you 
can do about biology; however, you can choose what becomes 
part of your beliefs. (Always keeping point 1 in mind).

7. Each person exists within their own, unique BIP ‘cell’. 
The cell is composed of the following: a) Biological limits 
– these are largely unchangeable. b) Belief systems – these 
are highly changeable. Because of (a) the BIP cell cannot be 
escaped. Because of (b) your life experience, your ‘cell’, can be 
altered drastically. This is what we try to call ‘reconstruction’. 

8. A life long commitment to continual reconstruction is 
known, ironically, as ‘The Jail Break’. Reconstruction is HARD 
WORK. 

9. The collection of beliefs, thoughts, notions etc that form 
your cell are all equally VALID, though none are TRUE in the 
sense that they “are” REALITY. However, some beliefs and 
ideas are more useful than others in specific situations. It is up 
to the individual to decide which beliefs and ideas they should 
employ in a given situation. 

10. Some people believe that the term BLACK IRON 
PRISON is dark, bleak, depressing and even frightening. If you 
prefer, use the term GOLDEN SPHERE of POSSIBILITY (GSP) 
instead. It means exactly the same thing as BIP and all points 
still apply. 

11. BIP (or GSP) can be philosophical antidote to dogmatism. 

You are cordially invited to a Jail Break.
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